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Inside This Issue:
Message from the Pres
Taking Care of Your Batteries
What are they doing now…?
Events Calendar
You Aksed US…

When bicycles are chained to the till
And Bob the Builder shows his skill…
The first newsletter of the year and the first task is to issue a gentle reminder about Membership dues – they are due – Task will only
be mailed to paid-up members or their hares and assigns.
Now is a good time to inspect those flight packs for the coming season – test for capacity, condition and integrity.
How old are they? Will they last another season? Do a risk factor/cost benefit analysis and do something now to prevent those
Ohexadecimal Shasteriskt exclamations of surprise from the flight line.
A pre-season check list. Where can you get one? Try the web site! We are hoping to have one available for download in the next few
weeks. For those who still communicate with pen and paper, you can send a request to the editor and we will include a copy with the Task
mailing.
New Years Resolutions: Landings – on the field! Take off’s – switch on receiver!
Thermals – learn to spot them! How to check out or check in with a wayward winch!
Build like Werner, Fly like Stanley, Curse like Bud and write at least two articles for the newsletter!

President’s Report:

This month has seen several initiatives that should have great impact on the direction that SOGGI takes in the next few years. First of all, the
executive has begun the process of obtaining extended permits to allow the flying of model aircraft in the City of Hamilton parks: specifically
at Beverly Community Center and King’s Forest Ridge Park on Mud Street. Currently the City of Hamilton has a bylaw 01-219 that prohibits
the flying of any type of model aircraft in any park without a permit. However, Mud Street site has been posted with a sign (in 2005) that
reads as follows: ” No person shall tether, launch or land any fixed wing aircraft, helicopter, hot air balloon, hang glider, ultra light or similar
conveyance in any park. City of Hamilton: Bylaw 01-219, Maximum fine $5000.”
Whatever the outcome of our discussions with the Mayor of the City of Hamilton, we know that the process will take time to resolve. It is
unfortunate that we have left this issue for so long since the bylaw was passed in 2001. It was the irresponsible actions of some individual
para-gliders and hang gliders flyers that resulted in the area being closed completely at Mud Street. Unfortunately the club has no friends at
the Municipal level of government. So it will take a bit of work to bring some understanding and hopefully a change of attitude on the part of
the City Administration. We have the time and hopefully some individuals that can help make this happen. Now is the time for these
individuals to come to the aid of the club and help us regain our right to fly model aircraft in a responsible and safe manner in designated
parks with permits.
As the song says: “ You don’t what you’ve got till it’s gone.”
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MINUTES OF SOGGI MEETING JANUARY 8 2006
Stan Shaw called the meeting to order at 2.00 PM. There were 20 members and one guest were present.
Minutes of the December meeting were read by Bud Wallace. Motion to accept minutes as read proposed by Werner Klebert seconded by
Bob Hammett.
Stan Shaw welcomed the members and guest speaker Rob Campbell
Business arising from the minutes:
The cost of updating the pamphlet for 2006 was discussed. Dick Fahey said he could print out a colored pamphlet for about .30 cents each.
500 copies would be $150.00. Bob Hammett said he would make up a master for Dick. Stan Shaw will check with Ken Wilten for a cheaper
price for 500 copies.
Cliff English will get the Emergency Address Codes for all SOGGI flying fields. To be listed on the membership cards.
Dick Fahey noted that the April meeting was listed in the Task as Sat. April 8 and should be Sun. April 9.
Werner Klebert said he would wait till the spring to purchase a new club battery.
New Business:
Bob Hammett suggested that any hobby shop which displayed the SOGGI pamphlets have their E-Mail address list on the SOGGI web
cite as a link.
A motion was tabled to raise the club dues to $35.00 for the year 2007. proposed by Otakar Koprnicky, seconded by Bud Wallace. Motion
passed, all were in favor.
Bob Hammett has sent in all the forms required by the government to keep the corporation valid and has filed an income tax for form for
2005.
Bud Wallace said that Jeff Coles would be at the next meeting to talk about brush-less motors.
Rob Campbell gave an informative talk on LI-PO batteries. Some of the do`s and don’ts on maintaining and handling LI-PO batteries.
1: Must have a LI-PO charger.
2: Do not run battery below 3 volts.
3: LI-Po’s need protective circuitry
4: Cells should be balanced.
5: Buy battery packs with a balancer connection for testing.
6: Battery packs are labeled with an S for series and a P for parallel configurations.
Treasurer’s Report:
Derek Hartwell reported a balance of $2287.00 as of Jan. 2006.
Derek pointed out that there was a slight decline in members for 2006; so far we have 35 members.
Budget 2006:
Membership ....................... 35 Open @ $30.00...... $1050.00
Contest after expenses ............. .................................... $50.00
Total income estimated

................Total

$1100.00

Expenditures
Contest awards
........... ..........................................
Hall rental
... ..........................................
Xmas gifts
...... ..........................................
Field supplies
........ ..........................................
Donations War Plane Heritage
.......................................
New members packages
.......................................
Newsletter
..... ..........................................
Misc. Expenses
...... ..........................................
Web cite
........... ..........................................
Total
Gain or Deficit
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........................... ..........................................

$ 50.00
$150.00
$275.00
$150.00
$100.00
$25.00
$200.00
$100.00
$210.00
$1260.00

... ................................ -$160.00
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Field:
. Stan Shaw said he would contact Tony Horvat at the Conservation Authority about the status of Recreational Parks in Hamilton as to
weather the Conservation Authority has any jurisdiction over them. Stan distributed pamphlets put out by the provincial government on the
use of green spaces.
Derek Hartwell and Werner Klebert will look in to attending a meeting with Hamilton’s mayor about using Hamilton’s parks as flying
fields
Contests:
Prizes for contests:
RES (Rudder, Elevator and Spoilers) Cash
2 Meter Contest Cash and Certificates
Club Day plaques
Big Bird Contest Cash and Certificates
Stan Shaw to contact Julian about making up the plaques for Club Day.
Speed 400 Rules:
Werner Hildesheim motioned that any type of battery could be used. Seconded by Juri Vosu. All were in favor.
One more rule was added if you restart your motor there is no landing points. This would be to stop pilots from making power landings.
Meeting closed at 3.45 PM

Minutes of the SOGGI Meeting Sunday February 12, 2006
Stan Shaw called the meeting to order at 2:05 p.m. There were seventeen members present. Minutes of the previous meeting were read.
Motion to accept the minutes as read was made by Werner Klebert, seconded by Budd Wallace. Carried.
Business arising from the Minutes:
The cost for the club brochures was discussed. There seemed to be an error in the pricing. Bob Hammett suggested that we get a clarification
on the prices. The other option is to buy a cartridge for Dick’s printer and paper and let him produce as many copies as he can from one
cartridge. Stan Shaw will contact Ken Wilton and advise the executive. They will decide what action to take to settle this issue.
Corrections to minutes:
1. Bob Hammett said he mailed in the papers for the Corporation but he had not sent in the financial statements as reported. He has some time
this year to do that job. Ted Toth and Dick Fahey agreed to audit the club’s books and report to the members after Derek Hartwell completes
the financial statements for 2005.
2. Derek pointed out that the correct cash balance was $2028.00 not $ 2287.00.
3. The projected cash budget showed a loss of $260.00 not $160.00 based on 35 open members for 2006. The current number is 28 paid up
members.
4. Stan Shaw and Derek Hartwell were to meet with the city of Hamilton Mayor not Werner Klebert.
5. F5J Speed 400 rules to be amended per later discussions.
A brief update on the meeting with the Mayor of the City of Hamilton on Thursday Feb.9, for some ten minutes, in his office.
Stan Shaw described the summary paper presented to him requesting assistance is obtaining an application for an extended permit to
allow the operation of model airplanes in the City parks. The parks mentioned were the King’s Forest Slope site at Mud Street and Mohawk
Rd. and the Beverly Community Center in Rockton. Stan also mentioned that all SOGGI members belong to MAAC for insurance purposes.
($5million Coverage) and that we had enjoyed flying at both sites before the Mud Street was posted late last year. The bylaw was described
as being unfair since the person responsible for issuing permits refused to give any out to Derek Hartwell when he inquired about them.
The Mayor indicated that he would pass on the material to the Director of Parks and Recreation and get back to him if we did not obtain the
applications for the permits. Derek Hartwell will follow up next week with phone calls. The next step will be to submit the request for the
permit providing we receive the application.
PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE IS TO BE NO FLYING AT EITHER SITE UNTIL THIS MATTER IS RESOLVED.
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The present sign posted at Mud Street and Mohawk Rd. reads as follows:
“ NO PERSON SHALL TETHER, LAUNCH OR LAND ANY FIXED WING AIRCRAFT, HELICOPTER, HOT AIR BALLON, HANG
GLIDER ,ULTRA LIGHT OR SIMILAR CONVEYANCE IN ANY PARK. CITY OF HAMILTON, BY-LAW 01-219
MAXIMUM FINE $5000.”
The Bylaw reads on page the as follows:” Model Aircraft and Rockets
24. While in any park, no person shall operate any powered models of aircraft, rockets, watercraft or any ground vehicles unless authorized
by permit.”
Small wonder that no one has tried to obtain such a permit for un-powered models? All SOGGI members are advised to observe this bylaw
without prejudice or malice until some resolution takes place. It is anyone’s guess how long this process will take to get resolved.
F5J Speed 400 Rules for 2006.
There was some discussion on the rules. It was decided that there will not be any landing points given in the Speed 400 contests as none were
assigned last two years. The unlimited class will have a handicap system in place that was published in the last minutes. They will also have
no landing scores assigned. See the complete listing for F5J Speed 400 rules.
New Business:
The need for changes to our constitution regarding the position of Corporate Secretary and Web Master was discussed. Bob Hammett felt
there was no need to change the constitution. He had volunteered his services as Web Master as well as Corporate Secretary. Derek Hartwell
has full responsibility for the financial reporting. Bob will send along the financial statements when they are ready. No changes would take
place this year.
Safety Rules:
Stan Shaw circulated a copy of the current Safety Rules as posted on the MAAC web site. There was no mention of gliders, scale gliders or
SAM type models in the code.
This omission has been brought to the attention of the Board of Directors but to no avail.
Apparently the Board will be reviewing the code at the AGM. Stan Shaw will contact the Zone Director to express our concern and lack of
this information in the code.
Further discussion centered on the need for simplification of the seventeen-page Safety Code. The basic safety code should cover R/C model
aircraft as defined by MAAC. Appendices for ALL interest categories and their guidelines should be attached. These guidelines would follow
the recommendations from each Committee Chairman for the safe operation of their particular flight requirements. This would allow the
official Wings Program to be carried out as required for safe field operations within these guidelines.
Hopefully the present Safety Committee will act rationally and expediently to correct these omissions.
There was no guest speaker so the meeting was closed.
A show and tell followed with Warren Kelly and his rubber-powered model.
Why Limiting Throttle Will Not Protect Batteries in Systems that are Propped for "Over the Limits" of the Battery
From Taking Care of Your Battery Series
By Shawn Palmer, Marketing/Support Dir., support@castlecreations.com, 785-883-4519
Reprinted with permission of the author
Welcome to the first of a series of articles exploring some of the "black science" issues of R/C, where we explain in understandable terms
some of the most common technical questions, as well as dispel some of the common myths surrounding R/C electronics.
This time we explore one of the most common misconceptions, and least understood important concepts in electric R/C. Quite often we
see posted online, or within conversations with customers, the fact that they have their power systems propped for "over the limits" of their
batteries, ESC'
s, and motors, but it'
s "OK" because they never actually use full throttle. This is 100% incorrect, and the explanation of why,
involves a simplified example of how a speed controller works.
We'
ll break down an ESC'
s operation into blocks of one second for simplicity. We see when the ESC is at full throttle, it is as close to an
"open circuit" as possible between the battery and motor, and "on" for the full one-second block of time, and drawing full throttle current.
Each of these blocks of time stream together, and for a hypothetical example - you read 15 amps on your Whattmeter at full throttle. Also for
example, you are using a 1050mAh Apogee Li-Po pack (11 amps of output capability), and a Phoenix 10 controller. At 3/4 throttle you read
10 amps, and the misconception is, that if you just stay below 3/4 throttle (or lower the top endpoint on your throttle channel) then everything
is OK. What is REALLY happening, is when you are at 3/4 throttle, there is 3/4 of every second that the ESC is "on", and the last 1/4 of
every second it is "off". The Whattmeter averages the current readings it'
s getting, and is showing you an average current. Furthermore, if we
are at 10% throttle, then the ESC is “on" for 1/10th of a second, and "off" for the remaining 9/10ths of a second. Regardless of how long per
second it is "off" or "on", when it is "on", it is drawing full throttle current from the batteries, through the controller, and into the motor. So,
essentially in an everyday application, you are taxing your batteries, ESC, and motor at full throttle amperage the entire time the system is
running, regardless of throttle level. With continued use, the above combination will, at best, most certainly reduce the life span of the Li-Po
pack, the ESC, and the motor as well.
What you'
ll find pleasantly surprising is, if you have a set-up as above, and simply prop down to make your full throttle current 11 amps to
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bring it "within spec" for all the components, you'
ll end up with the following: A cooler running (more efficient and longer life) motor, more
rpms to the prop (due to the increased voltage from a happy pack) with no observable loss in power, a lower temperature ESC (more BEC
capacity and longer life), and much longer flight times to boot.
So the next time you put together a power system - make sure to prop the system to be within specs on all components of your power
system while at full throttle, and enjoy all the longevity and other benefits that come from today'
s modern equipment. The days of having to
"push everything beyond the envelope" just to get acceptable performance are over - off the shelf components used within specs are
absolutely capable of giving you more power than you'
ll ever need.

A new column for those hard to answer questions…
Send in your questions and our team of experts will help you find the right answer!

Interesting Pictures:

PLEASE send some in!

Jeff Coles (small dot on left) flying at Westover

Juri and the Lost Tail Feathers
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For Sale: Want Ads: Personals

2M Fulgida $135

ProRunner 118" $230
Windrifter 111" $175
All in good flying condition. All are contest winners! Werner Klebert 905-578-9431

Is there anybody out there? – Who has an article inside just bursting to get out
-

We publish for free!
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Suggestions for a Winter Project
Tension Gauge for Hi-Starts
Foam Wing Cutter – Computer Driven
Aircraft Locator for Model Planes (ALMA Project)
Clean workbench

COUNTRY LIFE (or What the Papers Say...)
You heard it here first….
Source: Leeds Mercury, Yorks, England
Date: 1845 12 27
Subject: Trouble at t'
Mill.
-Yesterday workers at Bumthwaite's mill went on strike to reduce the working day from
18 to 17 hours
and 12 on Saturday...

There was only one catch and that was Catch22, which specified that a concern for one's safety in the face of dangers that were
real and immediate was the process of a rational mind. Orr was crazy and could be grounded. All he had to do was ask, and as
soon as he did, he would no longer be crazy and would have to fly more missions. Orr would be crazy to fly more missions and
sane if he didn't, but if he was sane he had to fly them. If he flew them he was crazy and didn't have to; but if he didn't want to he
was sane and had to.
— Joseph Heller, 'Catch22.'

Well boys, we got three engines out, we got more holes in us than a horse trader's mule, the radio is gone and we're leaking fuel
and if we was flying any lower why we'd need sleigh bells on this thing. But we got one little budge on those Russkies. At this
height why they might harpoon us, but they dang sure ain't gonna spot us on no radar screen!
— Major T. J. "King" Kong, in the 1964 movie 'Dr. Strangelove or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying and Love the Bomb.'

They're multipurpose. Not only do they put the clips on, but they take them off.
— Pratt & Whitney spokesperson explaining why the company charged the Air Force nearly $1000 for an ordinary pair of pliers,
1996.
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2006 SOGGI Executive
President:

Stan Shaw
39-383, Edinburgh Road,
Guelph, Ont.

Vice President: Bud Wallace
1060, Eastmount Avenue
MISSISSAUGA, Ont.
Treasurer:

Secretary:

Editor:

Derek Hartwell
39, Isaac Brock Drive
HAMILTON, Ont

N1G 2K7
(905) 274-3177
L5E 1Z3
(905) 578-7991
L8J 2P1

Cliff English
24, Blackwood Crescent
Hamilton, Ont.
Dick Colley
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont.

(519)-763-7111

(905)-522-4561
L8S 3H5
(905)-689-7761
L0R 2H5

Deadline for April Issue of Task: March 22nd 2006

2006 Calendar of Events
2006

•
•

March 12th
April 9th
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Members meeting
Members meeting

Rockton Library
Rockton Library

2:00pm
2:00pm
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SOGGI Contest Schedule - 2006
Date

CD Name

Type of Contest

Club

Phone Number

Sunday, May 14, 2006

Jozef Banial

2 Meter

C.O.G.G

905-567-3925

Sunday, May 28, 2006

Roy Bouke

Sport EIec.Sailplane

C.O.G.G

416-493-0111

Sunday, June 04, 2006

Stan Shaw

Elec. Spd 400 F5J

(SOGGI Open)

519-763-7111

Sunday, June 11, 2006

Doug Pike

Open Men on Men

C.O.G.G

905-451-0791

Sunday, June 18, 2006

Bud Wallace

Golden Oldies

S.O.G.G.I.

905-274-3177

Doug Pike

Task: Open
Duration

C.O.G.G

905-451-0791

Sunday, July 09, 2006

Mike Kastelein

EIec. Spd 400 F5J

(SOGGI Open)

(905) 319-5921

Sunday, July 16, 2006

Dick Colley

OB Memorial

SOGGI (Club Day)

905-689-7761

Sunday, August 06, 2006

Werner Klebert

2 Meter

S.O.G.G.I.

905-578-5431

Sunday, August 20, 2006

Otakar Koprniky

EIec. Spd 400 F5J

(SOGGI Open)
No Rain Date

(519) 740-9504

Sunday, August 27, 2006

Tony Boothman

R.E.S.

C.O.G.G

705-722-8830

Sunday, September 03, 2006

Dick Colley

Big Bird Bash

SOGGI (open)
Rain Date Mon.4th

905-689-7761

Sunday, September 10, 2006

Doug Pike

Open F3J

C.O.G.G

905-451-0791

Sunday, September 17, 2006

Roy Bouke

Sport EIec.Sailplane

C.O.G.G

416-493-0111

Saturday, July 08, 2006
Sunday, July 09, 2006
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“George the Auto Pilot”

This is the first of two construction articles prepared for TASK, the Newsletter of the Southern Ontario Glider Group Inc., and for
internet readership. The present article describes George the Auto Pilot—an accessory developed to improve the survival
chances of free-flight (F/F) sailplanes during launch.
George the Auto Pilot makes it practical to use hi-start catapults for freeflight sailplane sport flying. Using George requires only very minimal
modifications to the aircraft. These will be fully described in a future article
about Blue Moon, a 50” sport F/F sailplane employing conventional
construction methods.
Construction drawings for Blue Moon and George are available for viewing
or downloading from the Southern Ontario Glider Group’s website,
www.soggi.ca. The files are offered to individual builders at no cost. Your
local printing shop can produce full size paper drawings if you e-mail them
these files (or just tell them where to get the files).
Background
Free flight sailplanes are typically launched using a towline. This requires
one person to hold the airplane, and a second, more athletic person to tow
it. I found it difficult to find trained athletic helpers for my 6:00 AM calm-air
trim flights. Can you believe it?
By comparison, a Hi-start allows a solitary couch potato to launch the sailplane. An additional advantage for free-flight is that the
pilot launches the sailplane from a location well downwind of where the hi-start will release that sailplane. Since a free-flight will
generally land downwind from its release point, this saves a lot of walking to retrieve the model over the course of several flights
in a day. On free-flight models, rudder trim is fixed to produce a gliding turn in one direction, which helps the aircraft centre itself
in thermals and prevents the model from making a beeline for the downwind horizon. Unless this natural turn is counteracted
during launch, sailplanes initiating a near-vertical climb on the hi-start, will instead execute a vertical half circle—into the ground.
There are established methods for counteracting the natural turn during launch:
offsetting the tow-hook to one side to result an asymmetric towing force using an “auto rudder” mechanism contained
in the airplane; towline tension holds the aircraft’s trim-rudder in a neutral position during launch. The rudder is spring
loaded to return to the circling position on release of towline tension.
.
Using a “hockey stick”, which is a separate rudder mounted on a device that is jettisoned with the towline. The hockey
stick attaches to the aircraft’s belly and its separate rudder trim counteracts the
aircraft’s rudder trim during launch.
The photo at left shows a Thermic Trooper sailplane with a hockey stick. Free-flight
gliders are often fitted with 3 tow-hooks located near the nose and closely spaced in
a fore/aft direction. Wind conditions determine which hook to use. For each normal
tow-hook, the hockey stick also requires an additional hook near the tail.
Even when using a perfectly trimmed hockey stick, the probability of a successful
free-flight hi-start launch is about equal to the probability of successfully launching a
well-trimmed R/C sailplane with the radio switched off. Consider how R/C
sailplane pilots control models during climb-out on the hi-start. Prior to launch,
elevator down-trim is applied to avoid pop offs. During launch, tip stalls and/or
crosswind misbehaviours are corrected by hard application of rudder. After the
critical first moments, up elevator may be applied to steepen the climb. At the end of the climb, zoom-launch elevator
manouevers are sometimes needed to disconnect the aircraft from the hi-start. Finally, elevator trim is readjusted for soaring.
The simple hockey stick shown above was successful in counteracting the fixed natural turn of the Trooper. However, it provided
no benefit with respect to those other requirements that can be addressed by a radio control system. To succeed, any
autonomous system for hi-start launching of freeflights must therefore also control:
Tip stalls: At maximum hi-start tension, one wing aerodynamically stalls, beginning at the tip. The stalled wing drops,
causing the aircraft to roll over and crash.
Pop-offs: On launch, the aircraft abruptly pitches upward to a vertical climb and prematurely releases the towline
under high tension. The aircraft slows down; stops, and then reverses course abruptly, hitting the ground in a near
vertical dive.
Failure to jettison the hi-start is the evil opposite of the Pop-off: The aircraft attains good altitude, but is then pulled
back down by a hi-start that refuses to let go.
Crosswind instability: While on the hi-start a crosswind lifts the upwind wing, and rolls the aircraft over, causing a
crash..
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Progress Towards Improved Launch Control Tip Stalls: Mike Thomas
reminded me to build about 4 or 5 degrees of washout into each wingtip”. The
photo shows a wing outer panel, revealing “washout” or progressive twist. With
the tip angle of attack reduced, both wings will stall inboard prior to stalling at
either tip. The aircraft remains roll-stable. This suggestion was adopted for
each of the three test-bed aircraft mentioned in connection with this project,
including Blue Moon. Thanks Mike.
Pop Offs and Failure to Jettison the Hi-start: Tow-hooks can re-shaped to discourage “pop-offs”, but the trade-off is “failure to
jettison the high start”. I wasted a lot of time trying to achieve an acceptable compromise. One day I visualized a solution and by
2 AM the hockey stick had a new feature. At 7 AM the next morning it flew—and it worked! Hi-start tension and forward pull
close a latch on the hockey stick that keeps the aircraft captive. When hi-start tension drops to a low value or line pull is
rearward, the latch opens, releasing the airplane. By making the aircraft captive to the hockey stick, a more rearward tow-hook
could be selected, giving a steeper higher climb. No additional mechanisms were added to the aircraft itself, keeping it
lightweight and simple. The aircraft’s flight trims remain unaffected, independent, and optimized for flying once released.
Crosswinds: The intensity and direction of cross winds vary widely from moment to moment. An active steering mechanism is
the only solution that can restore the aircraft to a proper trajectory. I built and tested three steering prototypes, one after another.
Each responded to a different external reference to actuate the rudder.
In the photo, the upper prototype assumes that a pendulum can be used to sense gravity in a moving vehicle. The second item
is part of a complex adaptation of control-line technology wherein the human operator provided the external control signal. They
were both noble failures that produced some spectacular misbehaviours.
The third one used hi-start pull as a directional reference to actuate the
rudder. It produced a high percentage of good launches. In the first 60 flight
attempts, 57 were good launches. Although not perfect, this 95% success
rate compares favourably to other methods of launching free-flight
airplanes, and was a great improvement from my starting point with histarts of only about 50%. The concept requires no modification to the
airplane itself, except for the addition of aft hooks for the hockey stick
mentioned above. It can be combined with the previously described
latching system, and has no effect on aircraft flight-trim settings.
The principle of operation is as follows:
1. The hockey stick linkage obtains directional information from histart pull.
2. The rudder is coupled to point the airplane toward the hi-start
stake. Dihedral will then level the wings. The aircraft will climb out on an
ideal trajectory passing high over the hi-start stake. Offsetting rudder
neutral position can correct any natural turn.
3. When the airplane is directly over the high-start stake, a slack towline will release the aircraft. If the line is still in
tension, the airplane will continue past the stake, but reverse pull on the line will now help release the latch. Occasionally, test
aircraft were required to execute a second pass to satisfy both the directional controller and the latch release conditions, but
usually the first pass over the stake was sufficient.
4. The hockey stick is jettisoned with the towline. The hockey stick is built strong enough to survive free fall, and
lightweight to permit a low terminal velocity. A flag attached to the launch line serves to slow its descent, and provides a visible
locator.
My Westwings Swallow was pressed into service for the last series of
tests. This ended abruptly when the Swallow flew off to meet Mr. Corn at Harvest
Time! I needed this incentive to start work on a more refined design. The
Swallow’s replacement became the Blue Moon sailplane with George the Auto
Pilot (a refined hockey stick). Full construction details of the control system as
described above are given on the drawing “George the Auto Pilot”.
Conclusion:
My project is now into its fourth year. At the time of this writing, Blue Moon has
been successfully hand launched and shows promise. The new and refined
George the Auto Pilot remains to be flight tested. I hope to hear from anyone who
is pursuing related experiments, or who is considering construction of the designs
presented here....
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In case you were wondering about the name, “George” or “Roger”, in full scale aviation these are names traditionally given to
auto-pilots by their human co-workers. It seemed appropriate.
Bob Hammett
Kitchener, Ont.
the_hammetts@rogers.com

Left: George’s latch actuator/steering arm is shown in “latched and steering”
position. The music wire link slides (latch action) and rotates (steering action)
in response to arm position.

Right: The latch actuator/steering arm is shown in the “un-latch” position,
and George will be jettisoned. The purpose of the rubber band visible in
the picture is to release the latch when the hi-start goes slack. More
rubber bands mean an earlier latch release.

Left: An extension of the music wire torque rod forms the shot latch pin.
The rod slides in a fore/aft direction to actuate the latch (visible here at
the extreme tail) and also rotates to move the rudder.
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